
For nearly a century, 
chefs have been 
inspired to stack 
sandwiches big 

and tall using the 
nations favorite bread 

and buns 
produced by Rotella’s 

Italian Bakery, Inc. 
From food classics to 

today’s savory 
regional trends, 

see how food lovers 
use Rotella’s products 

in amazing and 
delicious ways. rotellasbakery.com

SINCE 1921

#00563  6.5” Scored Top Hotdog Bun 9 – 6 count packs per case – The tender crumb and 
indulgent flavor of this gourmet hoagie is great for hotdogs and brats.

#00595  3/4” 14 slice Marble Rye Loaf – The attractive pumpernickel swirl brings visual 
character to the sweet rye flavor and elastic crust. Great for fresh and grilled sandwiches.

#01284  4.25” Soft Potato Bun 6 -8 count packs - A tender, moist 4.25” hamburger bun 
that has a sweet and light buttery flavor. Perfect for indulgent applications… hot and cold 
sandwiches alike.

#00697  5/8” 19 sliced loaf - The earthy and rich aromas of rye are plentiful in this delicious 
loaf. The Oval Rye has a porous interior and a golden brown, elastic crust. Delicious when 
eaten plain and complemented when used as sandwich bread.

#01014  7.5” Rustic Hoagie 6-6 count packs per case - Yeasty flavor and elastic crust give this 
rustic hoagie great attributes for everything from bratwursts to hot beef sandwiches.

#01044  4.25” 8-6 count packages per case Butter Brioche with Shine - Real butter and real 
sugar give this dark golden-brown bun its rich flavor that will awaken your senses. There is no 
better way to give top tier burger toppings the perfect finishing touch.

#01229  5/8” 19 slice loaf - Our classic Vienna loaf with a hint of added sweetness. Rich flavor 
and tight crumb make this a perfect sandwich bread.

#00401  4.25” Kaiser Bun 6 - 8 count packs per case – This thick Kaiser bun has a soft, yellow 
crumb and thin golden crust that touts its gourmet qualities. These Kaiser buns are a must for 
thick hamburgers and deli style sandwiches.

#00470  4.25” Cornmeal Kaiser Bun 12 – 8 count packs per case – This Kaiser bun has 
a mild flavor that complements any hamburger or sandwich filling. The attractive top and 
sturdy interior are great attributes for hearty steakhouse sandwiches and burgers.

#01175  Rotella’s Rustic Oval Loaf has full-bodied flavor to accompany its rustic texture and 
appearance. With a large oval shape 5/8” slice and premium quality, this bread is ideal for 
grilled paninis and open-faced sandwiches.
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Medianoche Cuban 
#01229
South Atlantic Region

Fried Chicken Sandwich  
#01044
South East

Philly  
#01014
Mid Atlantic

Tartine  
#01175
West Coast

Z-Man  
#00401
South Central

Reuben  
#00595
Midwest

Juicy Lucy 
 #01284
North Central

Hatch Green Chili Cheeseburger 
 #00470
Southwest

Seattle Dog  
#00563
Pacific Northwest

Pastrami on Rye 
#00697
Northeast

#00563 Gourmet Hot Dog Bun
A traditional Seattle Dog with BBQ, cream cheese, 
mustard and sautéed cabbage & onion, topped with 
fresh jalapeños to add a kick to the split & grilled 
polish sausage.

#00595 Marble Rye Loaf
The original reuben with shaved corned beef, swiss 
cheese, sauerkraut and thousand island dressing.

#01284 4.25” Soft Potato Bun
The infamously indulgent Juicy Lucy Burger stuffed 
with gooey cheese and topped with pickle, mustard, 
lettuce tomato, and mayo.

#00697 Caraway Rye Loaf
NYC Deli Style Thick Cut Pastrami Sandwich with 
spicy brown mustard.

#01014 Rustic Hoagie
Philly style cheesesteak with sauteed onions and 
peppers, shaved steak and cheese.

#01044 Butter Brioche Bun 
Indulgent and delicious crispy fried chicken 
sandwich with Nashville seasoned mayo and 
crunchy dill pickles.

#01229 Sweet Vienna Loaf
A Medioanoche Style Cuban with Rotella’s Sweet 
sliced bread Mojo Seasoned pulled pork, ham, 
swiss, mayo, mustard and dill pickles.

#00401 4.25” Kaiser Bun
A slow smoked, piled high, Brisket Sandwich with 
crispy fried onion rings, smoked provolone and 
sweet & spicy KC style BBQ sauce.

#00470 Cornmeal Kaiser 
Spicy, Roasted Hatch Green Chile burger with
Monterey Jack, lettuce, tomato, and mayo.

#01175 Rustic Oval Loaf
Avocado Tartine with heirloom cherry tomatoes, 
basil sprouts, fleur de sel and EVOO.


